On multi-domain training and adaptation of end-to-end RNN acoustic models for distant speech recognition
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Abstract

Recognition of distant (far-field) speech is a challenge for ASR due to mismatch in recording conditions resulting from room reverberation and environment noise. Given the remarkable learning capacity of deep neural networks, there is increasing interest to address this problem by using a large corpus of reverberant far-field speech to train robust models. In this study, we explore how an end-to-end RNN acoustic model trained on speech from different rooms and acoustic conditions (different domains) achieves robustness to environmental variations. It is shown that the first hidden layer acts as a domain separator, projecting the data from different domains into different subspaces. The subsequent layers then use this encoded domain knowledge to map these features to final representations that are invariant to domain change. This mechanism is closely related to noise-aware or room-aware approaches which append manually-extracted domain signatures to the input features. Additionally, we demonstrate how this understanding of the learning procedure provides useful guidance for model adaptation to new acoustic conditions. We present results based on AMI corpus to demonstrate the propagation of domain information in a deep RNN, and perform recognition experiments which indicate the role of encoded domain knowledge on training and adaptation of RNN acoustic models.
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1. Introduction

Deep neural network (DNN) acoustic models have led to significant improvements in speech recognition accuracy. Moreover, the application of recurrent neural networks (RNN) has fundamentally changed the design of speech recognition systems from complex DNN-HMM hybrids to simpler end-to-end models, where a single deep RNN maps the sequence of acoustic features to a sequence of phonemes or text characters. Along with this change, there has been a shift of focus in research on distant (far-field) speech recognition. Many existing solutions focus on front-end enhancement strategies to compensate for far-field distortions [1–3]. However, given the powerful modeling capabilities of deep networks, there is increasing interest to address the far-field problem from a robust modeling perspective by training a neural network on far-field data from multiple reverberant environments (domains) with diverse characteristics. This is achieved either by using actual distant speech recorded by far-field microphones [4], or by convolving existing speech corpora by recorded Room Impulse Responses (RIR) from different rooms [5]. Training on a diverse set of reverberant conditions can significantly reduce the mismatch between the resulting model and a new test environment. Such multi-domain trained DNN acoustic models provide very competitive accuracies, often outperforming most other approaches in benchmarks [6]. The provided robustness is attributed to the fact that the deeper hidden representations in the network become increasingly invariant to those variations in data which are not relevant to the classification task. For multi-domain acoustic models trained on speech from different environments, this means that deeper layers become increasingly insensitive to room and RIR characteristics, thus achieving robustness across a wide variety of conditions [7]. However, little is understood about how this invariance is achieved by the network. There has been some effort on analyzing the hidden features of a clean-trained model in order to understand how the final phoneme-discriminative features are generated by the network [8]. However, it is not known how domain invariance is achieved when the model is trained on data from different domains (e.g., speech data from different rooms with different reverberation characteristics). Because of this lack of understanding, adaptation of such models to new room conditions has been difficult, with often heuristic and ad-hoc strategies used to determine how to tune model parameters towards a new test domain.

The goal of this study is to understand how neural network acoustic models learn to produce domain-invariant features from multi-condition data. We will show that with multi-domain training, although the only provided supervision is the output label sequence, the network implicitly learns to discriminate between the different domains in the training data as well. The basis for this analysis is the residual room (domain) information in different hidden layers of a deep network. We use the accuracy of a simple domain classifier on the hidden features as a proxy measure for the amount of discriminating information contained in each layer about the recording environment, or more generally, about the acoustic path (RIR) characteristics. Additionally, the results of this study provides insights on how adaptation should be carried out when data is available from a specific target environment. We will show how an understanding of the internal hidden representations can provide clues about effective adaptation strategies. We focus on an end-to-end model where a deep RNN is used to directly convert acoustic features to the corresponding sequence of characters. However, our analysis is independent of the particular network used, and the results can be extended to other model architectures.
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2. RNN-CTC acoustic modeling

In conventional DNN-HMM acoustic models, a feed forward network is trained to predict the context-dependent HMM states (senones) from the input speech frames. Recurrent neural networks, in contrast, are able to model temporal dynamics internally, and thus do not depend on a separate HMM model to define the output space. In an end-to-end acoustic model, an RNN directly maps the sequence of speech features to the corresponding sequence of labels in the transcripts. There are two major network architectures which enable such direct transformation, namely encoder-decoder models with attention [9], and RNN-CTC models which use Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) objective for automatic alignment [10]. While encoder-decoder RNNs jointly model both acoustic and language information [11], RNN-CTC models use a simplifying conditional independence assumption between outputs, thus acting only as an acoustic model and requiring a separate language model to incorporate language information [12]. This study focuses on RNN-CTC models without any language component, thus focusing exclusively on acoustic model robustness.

Given a sequence of feature vectors \( \mathbf{X} = [\mathbf{x}_1, \ldots, \mathbf{x}_T] \) from a speech utterance, a deep RNN applies multiple stages of nonlinear recurrent transformations of the form

\[
\mathbf{h}_t^i = f(\mathbf{h}_{t-1}^i, \mathbf{h}^{i-1}, \theta^i),
\]

where \( \mathbf{h}_0 = \mathbf{x}_t \) and \( \theta^i \) denotes the set of weights for each layer. Here we use \( f(\cdot) \) to generally represent the layer transformation details in either of the two popular implementations of RNNs, namely Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) networks [13], or Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) networks [14] (we leave out the connection details of these recurrent layers as there is now general familiarity with such recurrent architectures).

The activations of the last recurrent layer are passed to a final softmax layer of size \( |\mathcal{S}| + 1 \), where \( |\mathcal{S}| \) is the size of the label set \( \mathcal{S} = \{s_1, \ldots, s_{|\mathcal{S}|}, \text{blk}\} \). The softmax outputs at each frame are interpreted as the probability of observing the corresponding label given the input feature sequence.

\[
p(s_{t,i}|\mathbf{X}) = \frac{\exp(w^T_{t,i} \mathbf{h}^i_{t})}{\sum_{j=1}^{|\mathcal{S}|+1} \exp(w^T_{t,j} \mathbf{h}^i_{t})}.
\]

The first \( |\mathcal{S}| \) labels \( s_1, \ldots, s_{|\mathcal{S}|} \) are actual symbols in label sequences which can either be phonemes or text characters. Using character output space has the benefit of not requiring a phonetic dictionary, although it generally requires more data and a deeper network to learn the mapping. The extra label (\( \text{blk} \)) represents a blank, or no output for a particular time, which enables the algorithm to effectively align the label sequence with the features. The CTC objective is to maximize the overall probability of the label sequence given the feature sequence, using any possible alignment between them:

\[
\theta = \arg \max_{a \in \mathcal{A}} \prod_{t=1}^{T} p(s_{a[t],t}|\mathbf{X}).
\]

where \( \mathcal{A} \) is the set of all possible alignments, \( a[t] \) is one such alignment which gives a symbol index for every time frame \( t \), and \( \theta \) represents all parameters in the network. A forward-backward recursion is used to efficiently compute the above objective for each utterance [10]. The resulting gradients are then back-propagated through time and over all hidden layers to tune parameters. To decode a test example, the simplest approach is to use a memoryless search by selecting the most active output at each frame, followed by removing blanks and label repetitions (often referred to as best-path decoding). Alternatively, a beam search can be used similar to [15] which tracks multiple candidate paths over the previous frames to yield the most likely overall label sequence.

3. System setup and data

This study uses the far-field recordings of AMI corpus [16] to examine how environmentally-robust representations are learned by RNN acoustic models. The AMI corpus consists of conversational speech recorded during meetings in 3 different rooms\(^3\). The meetings are recorded both by independent head-set microphones (IHM) and a microphone array placed on the meeting table, from which we only use a single channel (single distant microphone, SDM). The SDM data provides the multi-domain far-field speech we need for our study, because it contains speech not only from different rooms, but also from multiple different speaker positions within each room (hence various RIRs and signal to reverberation ratios). Additionally, IHM data allows us to build clean-trained models for comparisons. We remove all utterances containing any overlapped speech frames from both train and test sets, resulting in 30 hours of data for train, and 3.5 hours for each of dev and test sets.

We define domains within SDM data in two different ways. We can consider each meeting room as a single domain, which leads to 3 domains each containing 10 hours of data. Alternatively, we can consider each RIR (corresponding to a speaker position) in each meeting as a separate domain, yielding a finer partitioning into 674 different domains, each with a few minutes of data. An important point to note about AMI corpus is that each source position (RIR) also corresponds to a different speaker. In other words, the above defined domains differ not only in terms of environmental characteristics, but also in terms of speakers within each domain.

We use an end-to-end RNN-CTC model consisting of 3 bi-directional LSTM (BLSTM) layers with 128 cells in each direction, followed by a final softmax layer with 79 outputs representing each of the symbols in our character set plus the blank symbol. We adopt an output space similar to [17], where instead of using a space character, capital letters are used as word delimiters. The input features are 24 dimensional Mel filter-bank coefficients extracted from 25 msec frames at a rate of 100 frames per second, and are mean and variance normalized across each speaker. The network parameters are optimized using RMSprop [18] with an initial learning rate of 0.001 and a minibatch size of 20 utterances. We use frame-skipping [19] with a context window of 3 frames to speed up training. Training iterations are stopped when no further improvement is observed on the development data. Beam search decoding uses a beam width of 10 paths in all cases. All decoding is based on acoustic scores only, using no language or lexicon information.

4. RNN hidden representations and domain-invariance

The multiple levels of transformation in a deep RNN are intended to extract final (last layer) features which are sensitive only to speech sounds, with minimal displacement caused by other variations in the data. In other words, ideally, the under-

\(^3\)Three different collection sites: University of Edinburgh (U.K.), Idiap Research Institute (Switzerland), and the TNO Human Factors Research Institute (The Netherlands).
lying domain should be indistinguishable from the final hidden layer representations. In the far-field ASR problem, the same speech recorded in different rooms should ideally produce identical last layer features.

We have observed that this environment invariance is achieved by automatically projecting the input features of different domains onto disjoint subspaces through the first hidden layer transformation. The subsequent layers then use this domain information to learn suitable mappings which compensate domain-specific distortions and yield invariant final representations. Note that the only supervising information provided during training is the label sequence, so this projection into different subspaces is achieved implicitly without presenting any explicit domain information to the network. Figure 1 shows the hidden representations of a 3-layer deep BLSTM trained on far-field (SDM) data, projected into the 2D plane by Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA). It is observed that while the input filterbank features show almost no domain separation, the first layer has achieved to separate the data of each room into different support regions. From that stage forward, the subsequent layers gradually remove domain dependencies, trying to achieve final representations in which environmental dependencies have been fully removed.

To further quantify this observation, we use a simple logistic regression domain classifier trained on each of the hidden layer features:

$$p(d_i | h^l) = \frac{\exp \left( \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} u_i^T h^l_t \right)}{\sum_{j=1}^{D} \exp \left( \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} u_j^T h^l_t \right)},$$

where $D$ represents the total number of domains within the data ($D = 3$ for room domains and $D = 539$ for RIR domains). Here we use an average pooling of the logistic regression outputs from each frame to obtain an utterance-level representation of the corresponding domain. The cross-entropy error between the above posteriors and the corresponding ground-truth domain label is used to train the classifier parameters $u_i$ ($i = 1, \cdots, D$). Fig. 2 shows the final domain classification accuracy achieved in each case for the different hidden layers. Best accuracy is achieved at layer 1, which indicates maximum domain information at this stage. The subsequent layers gradually discover features that are increasingly insensitive to domain change, thus yielding lower classification accuracy.

This overall mechanism can be viewed as closely related to noise-aware [20] or room-aware [21] approaches where input features are augmented with manually extracted noise or reverberation signatures to provide the model with extra information about the environment. Our results here indicate that given sufficient depth and multi-domain training data, such domain-specific augmentations will be automatically learned in the initial layers of the network.

As was mentioned in Section 3, the different domains in AMI corpus differ not only in terms of the recording environment, but also in terms of the underlying speakers. Thus, the SDM model (blue curves) actually learns discrepancies resulting both from environment and speaker characteristics. It is not clear how much of this acquired domain knowledge pertains to room (RIR) characteristics and how much to speaker differences. To quantify the role of each factor, Fig. 2 also shows domain classification results when the underlying model is trained using IHM data, i.e., a clean-trained model (red curves). Note that the input features in this case are still the same SDM features, but the hidden features have been obtained using IHM-trained model. The IHM model cannot contain any information about environment characteristics since it is trained only on close-talking data. Thus, any domain information in the hidden layers must represent speaker characteristics. Consequently, the accuracy improvement provided by the SDM model (i.e., the difference between red and blue curves) indicates the additional room or RIR information learned by the model from far-field data.

5. Model adaptation for deep RNNs

An important problem in acoustic modeling is the ability to adapt existing models to new acoustic conditions using a small number of utterances from a target environment. This has often been difficult with DNNs due to their large number of parameters. Specifically, it is not possible to tune all of the parameters in a deep network without suffering from excessive overfitting (removing previously learned information). A popular solution is to introduce additional domain-dependent layers in the network and tune only the new parameters based on adaptation.

Note that we have used a simple linear classifier. By using appropriate nonlinear feature transformations (i.e., an arbitrarily deep domain classifier), we can achieve higher accuracies with input filterbank features. However, the goal here is to measure the domain knowledge already encoded in the feature representations at each layer, without any supervised nonlinear transformations to extract those features.

Figure 1: RNN hidden features projected onto the 2D plane.

Figure 2: Room classification accuracies based on hidden layer representations. The input to the network is SDM channel for all curves. Blue curves use SDM-trained model to produce hidden features, and red curves use IHM-trained model.
data, keeping the rest of the network unchanged [22, 23]. Most often the new layer is a simple feed-forward linear layer which is initialized as an identity transform and trained using adaptation data. However, there is no conclusive study on where exactly in the network this additional transformation should be inserted. Most studies choose the position which provides the best empirical results.

Our discussion on multi-domain training of deep RNNs suggests that a linear transformation after the first hidden layer is the most appropriate choice for model adaptation to new rooms and acoustic conditions. This is in light of the observation that the goal in adaptation is to transform the intermediate features such that the resulting distribution resembles that of the training data. In other words, we are interested in a domain switch from the new test domain to the domain of training samples. As was pointed out in Section 4, domain information is maximum in the first hidden layer of a deep RNN. Therefore, it is reasonable to perform the domain switch at this level. We report results of adaptation experiments in Section 6 which verify this observation. Moreover, our previous results in [24] (on adaptation of clean-trained models to reverberant data) are also in agreement with this observation.

6. ASR experiments

6.1. Results on multi-domain training

In this section we report results of ASR experiments to assess the effectiveness of multi-domain training on end-to-end RNN-CTC acoustic models, using the setup details explained in Section 3. Table 1 shows the obtained Character Error Rates (CER) on the AMI far-field (SDM) test set. These results use the standard ASR train/dev/test data partitions in [25], which includes data from all 3 meeting rooms in the train set, but uses separate meeting sessions (hence different speakers and RIRs) for train and test. The IHM model suffers a sharp performance degradation when presented with far-field SDM test data due to the large mismatch between the acoustic conditions of train and test. Training a model on multi-domain SDM data compensates a significant portion of this degradation, yielding 20% improvement relative to the clean-trained model.

To better assess the effect of having multiple different domains within the training data, we run a second set of experiments using train and test subsets of the AMI corpus that are different from the standard partitions. From the standard train set, we select three 10-hour subsets, each containing a different number of RIR domains. These subsets all contain the same amount of data (10 hours), but differ in terms of the number of RIR domains from which they are sampled. So any difference in the resulting performance can be attributed to the difference in domain diversity. The obtained error rates are shown in Table 2. It is observed that increasing the diversity of acoustic conditions in the train data consistently improves performance.

| Table 1: Character Error Rates with clean-trained (IHM) and multi-domain far-field (SDM) models |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Train Data     | Test Data       | CER (best-path) | CER (beam-search) |
| IHM            | IHM             | 37.1            | 35.8            |
| IHM            | SDM             | 65.8            | 64.8            |
| SDM            | SDM             | 52.7            | 51.6            |

These results use standard ASR partitions of AMI corpus [25].

| Table 2: Character Error Rates with increasing number of domains within the train set. The total amount of train data in all cases is 10 hours. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Train Data     | Test Data       | # domains       | CER (best-path) | CER (beam-search) |
| IHM            | IHM             | 100             | 59.5            | 58.4            |
| IHM            | SDM             | 400             | 59.0            | 57.7            |
| SDM            | SDM             | 539             | 57.9            | 57.1            |

These results use the standard AMI test set according to [25], but the train data is 10-hour subsets of the standard train set which sample from the specified number of domains in each case.

6.2. Results on adaptation

Here we use yet another custom partitioning of AMI data, in which all the data from Edinburgh and TNO meeting rooms (∼25 hours) is used for training, and the Idiap room data (∼10 hours) is equally split into three subsets for adaptation, development and test. The goal is to investigate adaptation of the original acoustic model trained on Edinburgh and TNO rooms to the acoustic conditions of the Idiap meeting room. The results are provided in Table 3. As expected from the discussion in Section 5, an intermediate transformation inserted after the first hidden layer is most effective for adaptation of the deep RNN to the acoustic properties of a new environment. This approach provides 3.5% relative improvement compared to the unadapted model. These results agree with our previous findings in [24]. However, the work in [24] studies adaptation of clean-trained models to reverberant data. Here, the original model is already trained on far-field speech (but from different rooms than the adaptation and test data).

| Table 3: Character Error Rates with different adaptation methods |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Train Data     | Test Data       | position of adaptation layer | CER (best-path) | CER (beam-search) |
| None           | None            | None             | 56.5            | 55.6            |
| SDM            | SDM             | after layer-1    | 54.5            | 53.5            |
| SDM            | SDM             | after layer-2    | 55.2            | 54.2            |
| SDM            | SDM             | after layer-3    | 55.3            | 54.4            |

These results use the custom partitioning of AMI corpus explained in Section 6.2 (Train on data from Edinburgh and TNO rooms, and divide the Idiap room data into adaptation, dev, and test sets.)

7. Summary and Conclusions

We provided an investigative analysis of deep RNN acoustic models trained on far-field data for robust distant speech recognition. It was shown that the invariant representations acquired by such models at the last hidden layer is a result of a projection of training data from different environments onto different subspaces in the initial hidden layers. This encoded domain knowledge helps the subsequent layers to apply appropriate transformations to obtain final hidden representations that are insensitive to the characteristics of the recording environment. Based on this observation, we concluded that domain-dependent transformations used for model adaptation should be applied on the hidden features of the first RNN layer. These observations were verified by detailed ASR experiments based on AMI corpus.
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